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A sequence of non-positive generalized convolution type linear operators is 
introduced. The rate of convergence of t.his sequence to the unit operator is given 
through sharply attained inequalities in several cases. These inequalities simplify 
greatly under concavity. A related Korovkin type theorem is given at the end. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The topic of the convergence of a sequence of positive linear operators 
to the unit operator was studied thoroughly by P. P. Korovkin [63. His 
main theorem was first put in an inequality form giving the rate of 
convergence by 0. Shisha and B. Mond [9]; many other researchers have 
since worked with this type of inequality. Sharp general Korovkin type 
inequalities appeared for the first time in [l]. The method of proof there 
came from the theory of moments [4, 51. However, similar results for 
non-positive linear operators are extremely rare. A. Jakimowski and M. S. 
Ramanujan [3] gave a Korovkin type theorem for a specific sequence of 
non-positive linear operators. 
In this article we present a sequence of non-positive generalized convolu- 
tion type linear operators, defined by (I), converging to the unit operator; 
see Theorems 1, 4. This convergence’s rates are given by sharply attained 
inequalities; see Theorems 1, 1’ and Corollaries 1, 1’. Using moment 
methods from [4, 51, we are able to simplify greatly the remainders of 
these inequalities; see Theorem 2. And without any special assumptions we 
find a simple upper bound for the remainder given by Inequality (1); see 
Theorem 3. 
To the best of our knowledge this type of result appears here for the first 
time in the literature. 
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2. BACKGROUND 
Let bNINEN be a sequence of probability measures on [a, 61 c R. Here 
o E (a, b) and la1 d b. 
For reN and ntzZ, we set 
a-= (-u-‘*(;)j-n, 
J 
i 
j = 1, . ..) r 
l-CJzl (-I)‘-j.(;)j-n, j= 0. 
That is, cJzO aj = 1. Let [a, /?I c R such that 
Obviously o E (a, p). 
For X,,E [a - ra, /?- rb] we have that x0 + j. [a, 61 c [a, /?I, all 
j= 0, 1, . ..) r. Note that b-a <a-a/r. Let (L,),,, be the sequence of 
linear operators from Cn( [a, p]) into C( [a - ra, /I - rb]) defined by 
for all fE Cn([a, /I]), all x,, E [a - ra, B - rb]. These operators are of 
convolution type and in general are not positive, as we see from the 
following examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let r = 2, n = 3. Then go= ?$, a1 = -2, a2 = $. Consider 
f(x) = x2 2 0 and x0 = 0. We find 
(LNX2)(0) = -; . j[a*bl Y2/JN(dY) G 0. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let r, n be even numbers. Considerf(x) = xn 2 0 and again 
x0 = 0. Let 
c nN= c 
a, 
b, Y”pN(+) 2 o 
and note that 
i (-I)‘-j. r = -1. 
j=l 0 j 
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Then 
i.e., (LNxn)(0) < 0. 
DEFINITION 1 (see [7, p. 471). In this work the rth modulus of smooth- 
ness off’“’ is given by 
Here 0 < h <p - a/r and 
d;f(m)(x)= i (-I)‘-j. J 
0 
. f(@(X + j . t). 
j=O 
3. RESULTS 
The main result of this article is 
THEOREM 1. Here we consider n E N. Let 
dk= i aj,jk, k = 1, . . . . n 
and 
j=O 
CkN = 
J Ca,b, yk/+Add 
all NEN. 
Also, consider the even function 
G,(y) = J’,:” “:;I:‘;; l . o,(f’“‘, t) . dt, 
all y E [a, b]; f~ C”( [a, /?I). Then 
i(LNf)(xO) -f(xO)l d f: ‘f’;F)’ ’ /bkl . /CkNl 
k=l . 
+ G,(Y) PiddY), all 
Casbl 
x0 E [a - ra, /? - rb], 
(1) 
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and 
Ii&f-f II n IIs’“‘II m,[a-ro,o-rb] G c m,[a~rur61-rb] k! . i6ki . lCkh’ k=l 
+s G,(Y) p,ddy). (2) Ca>bl 
COROLLARY 1. Let G,(y)=o,(f, [yl), allyE [a, b];f e C([ct, /I]). Then 
allx,E[a-ra,b--rb], and 
IWNf -fll CD, [or - ra,fl- rb] G 
s 
GO(Y) p,ddy). (4) 
Ca.bl 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since pun, is a probability measure on [a, 61 and 
cj= ,, aj = 1 we have L,c = c, all c E R, so that 
(LNf )(x0)-f(xo)= C Mj.J Cf(xo+j.Y)-f(x,)l .PddY). 
j=O Ca.bl 
For f E Cn( [a, fl]) and y E [a, b] we get 
Multiplying by olj and summing up, we obtain 
. t(t) . dr. (5) 
Here 
r(t)= i ccj.j”~f(“)(xo+j~t)-6;f(“)(xo), 
j=O 
and note that 
- i (-I)‘-j 
j=l 
(;)=w.(;). 
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Thus, we see that 
r(t)= i Lxj.j”. [f’“‘(xo+j. t)--f(“)(x,)l 
j=O 
=jg* (-lF.(;) . [f’“‘(x, + j . t) -f’“‘(x,)l 
= i (-l)r-j.(:)- f’“‘(xo+j.t)-f(“)(Xo). 
j= 1 ( 
i (-l)‘-‘. J 
j= I 0) 
Ejgl (-l)‘-‘- 
0 
; .f~“‘(xo+~.~)+(-l)‘.(I;)-I~fl~(XO~~~t) 
= i (-I)‘-j. r 
0 
j .f’“‘(x, + j’ t) = d;f’“‘(x,). 
j=O 
That is, z(t) = d;f’“‘(x,). 
Therefore, 
all t E [a, b], 
independently of x0. 
Integrating (5) relative to /.L~ we find that 
where 
Inequality (1) is sharp. 
THEOREM 1’. Inequality (1) at x0 = 0 is attained byf(x) =x’+“, r, n E N, 
and a probability measure p,,, supported on [O, b]. 
Inequality (3) is also sharp. 
COROLLARY 1’. Inequality (3) at x0 = 0 is attained by f(x) = xr, r E N, 
and a probability measure ,uN supported on [O, b]. 
Proof of Theorem 1’. Since 
f’“‘(x)=(r+n)(r+n-l)..-(r+l)x’ 
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d;f’“‘(x)=(r+n)(r+n- l)*..(r+ l).d;x’ 
=(r+n)(r+n- l)...(r+ l)r! t’, t>o 
(see [S, p. 541). That is, 
o,(f’“‘,t)=(r+n)(r+n-l)~~~(r+l)r! t’, all 0 Q t < B - a/r. 
Hence 
(r+n)(r+n- l)...(r+ l)r! t’dt=r! j~l’+~, 
i.e., 
G,(y)= r! lylr+“. 
And we have fCk’(0) = 0, k = 0, 1, . . . . n. 
Thus, the right hand side of inequality (1) in this case equals 
r!. 
f  lYlr+n PN(dY). [o,bl 
Also, 
(see [8, p. 54)). So we find that 
which is the left hand side of inequality (1) for this case. 
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Since pLN( [a, 01) = 0, we have that 
proving the claim of the theorem. 1 
Next for 
J 
c b7 G,(Y) PN(~Y), neZ+, 
a, 
the remainders of inequalities (1) and (3), we find best upper bounds in 
two different important cases. 
Here the function G, can be defined for an arbitrary modulus of smooth- 
ness. 
THEOREM 2. Let + be a continuous and strictly increasing function on 
[0, b] such that $(O) = 0, and let 
Consider the function H, = G, 0 $-’ on [0, $(b)], n E Z+. Then we find that 
the best upper bounds are 
5 c b, G,(Y) ~.d&) G Gn(d,), 0, (Nd,v)lIC/(b)) .Hn(J/(b)), 
In general, we obtain 
COROLLARY 2. Consider the upper concave envelope H,*(u) of H,(u). We 
find the best upper bound, which is (also attained) 
J I b, G,(Y) cLd&) G HJYW,))> nEZ,. (7) a, 
Remark 1. When H,, n EZ, is concave or convex, we have that 
K%Wd equals fS4d or WW,)l+(b)f -fL(WH, respectively. 
Proof of Theorem 2. (i) When H, is concave, note that both G,(y) 
and Ic/(lyl) are even functions on [a, b], where Ial <b. It follows (see 
[4,5]) that 
sup J G,(Y) p,(e) = sup J G,(Y) /4dy) = G,V,L 
i2.N CabI fiN PAhI 
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since by concavity of H, the set f, = ((u, H,(u)): 0 < u d $(6)} describes 
the upper boundary of the convex hull conv r,, of the curve 
ro = {W(Y), G,(Y)): 0 d Y G hl. 
(ii) When H,, is convex the proof is similar. 1 
That in Theorem 2 it is not strange to assume that H,, is concave or 
convex is justified by the following: Let g be a modulus of smoothness and 
consider 
F,(y)=f;” (‘;;I;;-‘.g(+dt, all y E [a, b], n EN. 
In [2] it was proved that 
LEMMA 1. (i) Let @ E C”((0, b)) such that cl/(“‘(O) 6 Ofor k = 1, . . . . n - 1 
and g(y)/+‘“‘(y) is non-increasing, whenever t++‘“‘(y) > 0. Then H, = G, 0 $ ~ ’ 
is a concave function. 
(ii) Let II/ E Cn((O, b)) such that t,bck’(0) 20, k= 1, . . . . n - 1 and 
g( y )/tj’“‘( y) is non-decreasing, wheneoer $‘“‘( y ) > 0. Then H,, = G, 0 $ ~ ’ is 
a convex function. 
For the remainder of Inequality (1) we find the following simple upper 
bound without any special assumptions. 
THEOREM 3. Let 
> 
l/n+ 1 
IYI “+l Pu,(dY) =z,>o, nEN 
and 
G,*(y) = sd" "';;I:';, ' . o,(f ("), t) dt, 
all YE [a, b], where o,(f’“‘, t) is the first modulus of continuity off (“I, 
f E C”( [a, /?I). Then 
s G,(Y) /ddy) G 2’. Gn*(r,v), t-EN. (8) Ca.bl 
Proof: We have co,(f(“), Iyl)<22’p’~o,(f(“), lyl), all y~[a,b] (see 
[8, p. 551). Furthermore, 
%(f’“‘Y lYo~o,(lYl)~2.o,(f’“), lyl), 
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all ye [a, b], where 0, is a concave first modulus of continuity (see 
17, P. 451). 
Thus, 
w(f’“‘t IYo~2’-‘~~,(lyl)~2’-w*(f’“‘, Iyl), all ye [a, b]. 
Set 
Therefore 
<22’-‘.G,*(y)<22’-‘d3y)<2’.G,*(y), all y E [a, 61. 
The function $( y ) = y” + ’ on [0,6] is continuous, strictly increasing, 
and $(O) = 0. And @“‘(y) = (n + I)! y>O, all ye (0, b], along with 
1,#~‘(0) = 0 k = 1 n - 1. Since GI(y) is concave on [0,6], this implies 
that til(y{/y is dkc;easing in y > 0, so that ~,(y)/@(“)(y) is decreasing on 
(0, bl. 
Thus by Lemma l(i) we get that H,, = c, 0 +--I is a concave function on 
[O, b”‘+ ‘1; and by Theorem 2 we obtain 
giving us 
a, 
b, G”(Y) Ply G 2’- l . [[ 
4 
b, G,(y) p,v(dy) 
< 2’- ’ . G,(z,) < 2’. G,f(rN). 
The proof of the theorem is now complete. 1 
A related Korovkin type theorem is as follows: 
THEOREM 4. Let 
s IYI IrN(dY) = I, > 0. Ca.b, (9) 
Then 
IlLNf-fll m,[m-ro,&rb] G2'-m,(f, I,), all feC(Ca, 81). (10) 
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That is, when I, + 0 as N + 00, we get 
LNf -% f on [a-ra, /3-rb], all fe CCC@, PI 1. (11) 
Remark 2. Since [cr - ra, /I - rb] c [a - a, j? - b], the optimal result 
(11) is for r= 1. When r= 1 we have 
(LNf)bO) = j-[ 0, b, f(% + Y) P/v(&). 
Proof of Theorem 4. We have o,(f, Iy))<2’-‘.o,(f, lrl), all 
y E [a, b] (see [8, p, 551). Furthermore 
Wl(f2 IYl)d~l(lYl)62~~,(f~ IA), 
all y E [a, b], where 6, is a concave first modulus of continuity (see 
[7, p. 451). Thus 
w(.L lYl)~2’-‘~~,(lYl)b2’.~,(f, IYI), all YE [a, b]. 
From inequality (4) we have 
IILNf-fll m,[a-ra,fi-rb] G 
s 
~r(L IA 1 P.db) Ca,bl 
<2’-‘ . s Ol(f, IA 1 P,(4) Ca,b1 
<2’-‘. 
f ~,(lYl) PN(4J). (12) Ca,bl 
Note that IyJ, Oi(l~l) are even functons on [a, b], Ial db, and p,v fulfills 
(9). In particular Oi( 1~1) is a concave function on [0, b]. 
Therefore by applying moment methods (see [4, 51) we find that 
= &(l,) G 2 .~l(f, IN) (ZN<b). (13) 
Combining (12) and (13) we obtain (10). 1 
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